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Need for Compliance:  

In current digital world, organization handles an enormous amount of data which 

lead to the risk of sensitive data exposed to people who are not supposed to 

access the information. Storing and performing the data operation through the 

cloud-based solution many folds increase the risk of exposing sensitive data to 

the rest of the world.    

All the countries and organizations around the globe having a concern about 

exposing sensitive data to unauthorized people to address this risk various 

authorities have come up with Country and domain specific compliance. GDPR, 

PII and HIPPA are few of the compliance related to specific region and domain.  

One of the largest hotel chains fined around euro 100 Million by GDPR council for 

exposing the sensitive data and not compliance with GDPR. This shows how 

important it is to handle the data in a very secure way.    

It has become necessary for all organizations around the world to implement 

country and domain specific compliance in order to perform their business 

effectively.    

 This article will provide the knowledge about how to implement compliance in 

Office365 content. 

Compliance in Office365: 

Microsoft as a leading ISV and world’s largest office productivity software 

provider handles sensitive data by implementing the standardized country and 

domain-specific solution in Office365 and provides a provision to create custom 

organization-specific compliance.  

Office365 added “Security and Compliance” portlet to Implement, Monitor 

and Identify Incident with action to be taken.  

Office365 provided the option of classification of sensitive data by means of 

labels and DLP (Data Loss Prevention) policies. Labels can be manually or 

automatically applied to the office 365 suite.   

Office365 Labels: 

Labels are easy to understand tags which are created by office365 admin by 

collaborating with compliance manager which can be applied across organization 

and office 365 suite. Labels, in turn, provide the definition/rule to classify the 

office 365 artifacts.     

For example, organization can classify the artifacts as High, Medium and Low 

sensitive data based on the label definition which are set while creating the 

label.    

There are two types of labels available in Office365 to apply compliance  

 Sensitive Label 

 Retention Label  

 

Sensitive Label:    
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Sensitive labels help organizations classify the office 365 artifacts based on 

their sensitivity of the information that is presented in the artifact. By labeling 

procedure sensitive label further classified into the below listed item. 

 Manual Label 

 Auto Label  

Manual Label:    

In this process user manually classifies and tags the artifact by reading and 

understanding the sensitivity of the content.    

Auto Label: 

Auto Label feature is only available only in the Office365 E5 Plan. This feature 

makes our life easier by applying the labels automatically to the Office365 

artifacts based on the pre-defined compliance rule including key compliance like 

GDPR, SOX, PCII, etc. This predefined compliance in Office 365 is called as 

“Sensitive Info Type”. 

Sensitive Info Type: 

Sensitive info type is the pre-definition rules which help to identify the 

artifacts having sensitive information. Sensitive info type is the key 

component that allows organizations to apply country, domain and 

organization specific compliance to the organization content. To ease our life, 

Microsoft provides around 100+ ready to apply pre-defined industry and 

domain standard compliance that can be applied to Office365 artifacts as 

required.  

Retention Label:  

Retention labels are the special type of labels that provide the definition for 

classification with information on how long Office365 artifacts are to be retained.    

Using this label after retention period we can set the option to auto delete the 

artifact, Trigger workflow for review and declare the artifact as record.  

Label Policy: 

Label Policy plays a key role in compliance where it will dictate what action to be 

taken in labeled component. Label policy applies to “Sensitive Label” and 

“Retention Label”.  

Label policy will have the definition to whom the labels to be applied and what is 

the process and actions to be followed.    

It is mandatory for each label to have a label policy. Without a label policy 

respective label can’t be accessed by users.  

Data Loss Prevention (DLP):  

The mechanism or procedure to prevent data loss and data leakage of 

organization specific information is called data loss prevention (DLP). If any 

organization has not implemented DLP, they are at a very high risk of leakage 

and loss of data in the digital world may lead to large financial liability, spoil the 

company reputation in the market and finally legal issues.    
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Data Leakage:   

Accidental or Intentional sharing of data with other individuals or 

organizations which are classified as sensitive data may lead to the data 

leakage.     

For example, user of “Organization A” shares the contract related information 

with a competitor organization is considered as a data leakage. 

Data Lost: 

Accidental or Intentional deletion/removal/loss of data which should be 

retained and maintained as per compliance/rules. Data Loss may lead to data 

leakage where deleted/removed/lost data reaches the custody of unwanted 

people/organization. 

For example, user of “Organization A” shares contract related information with 

the competitor and also permanently deletes/removes the contract details from 

“Organization A” is called as data lost. 

Need for DLP Product: 

Even though we are having network level security to granular field level 

encryption in a software product to protect our data due to the evaluation of 

Internet, Cloud Computing and Artificial Intelligence, risk of data leakage and 

data loss is still very high.    

Recent leakage of a county specific sensitive government information to the 

public knowledge base WikiLeaks spoiled the reputation of the government and 

relationship with other countries is a classic example to understand how 

important to protect the sensitive information.     

EMC DLP, McAfee DLP, CA DLP are the leading DLP products in the market 

which protect the data in rest and in motion in context of cloud and on-

premise. 

Microsoft Offering of DLP:   

Microsoft provides DLP protection to the data stored in Windows servers, 

Windows client and their public cloud offerings Azure and Office365 with 

Windows Information Protection (WIP), Microsoft Intune, Azure 

Information Protection (AIP) and Office365 security and compliance 

center.  

DLP in Office365: 

In office365, DLP implemented across all the office365 products through 

Office365 security and compliance center. In Office365, DLP is implemented in 

the form of policy. Once DLP policy created policy can be applied to the needed 

office365 products.  

Data Loss Prevention Policy (DLP): 

Data Loss prevention policy is a great tool to protect the financial data or 

personally identifiable information (PII) across the compliance boundary.  DLP 

policy helps to identify the sensitive information across Office365 landscape and 
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provides the actions to be taken. DLP Dashboard and interactive reports will 

help compliance officers to monitor the compliance breach and take 

necessary actions.   

Applying DLP will provide peace of mind to the organization where it has the 

business need to share the information within the organization and outside the 

organization. Through DLP, we can set the rules to prevent information which 

are classified sensitive to cross the organization boundary.  

One of the major benefits of DLP policy is that it can be pushed to the offline 

apps like MS Office and MS Exchange client. 

How to create and apply DLP Policy:   

DLP Policy can be created by the Compliance manager by simply logging in to 

the office365 “Security and Compliance Center”.     

 

 

What is DLP Policy:  

DLP policy provides definition/rules about the sensitive information, to whom 

& which Office365 product policy to be applied and finally what actions are to 

be taken on an artifact that have been tagged as sensitive information.      

Please refer below screenshot to create DLP Policy  
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Policy rule with DLP: 

Policy rules dictate the definition of sensitive data. With this definition, Office365 

will identify the sensitive artifacts.     

Microsoft provides all together around 100+ country specific and domain specific 

pre-defined policy rules that help compliance manager to implement the policy 

in a very quick turnaround time without any help from the IT team. 

Office365 security center also provides the option to create custom sensitive 

data rules.   This option can be used to create organization specific policy 

definition from scratch or from the pre-defined policy definition.  

Whenever a new country or domain specific compliance gets published, Microsoft 

usually add the definition/rules immediately in Office365.This reduces the 

need for creating custom rules in real-time scenario. 

Below screenshot shows the pre-defined U.S Financial Data definition 
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By using Office365 policy we can protect all office365 artifacts. Office365 

provides the option to select whether we must protect all the office365 artifacts 

or specific type of office365 artifacts using the DLP policy.    

Through “Policy settings” option, compliance manager can provide the option 

to choose whether the policy has to be applied for users within the 

organization or outside the organization.    

 

Through “Advance settings” of the “Policy Settings” compliance manager 

can provide with the option to modify pre-defined rules and provides option to 

add addition rules with priority. 

Dashboard in Security and Compliance Center: 
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Office365 Security and Compliance center provides interactive dashboard to 

monitor security breach across the Office365 product suite with periodic and 

ad-hoc reporting capability.     Also, Microsoft provides the option to create a 

custom dashboard and custom reports based on the organization’s needs.     

All the security breaches and incidents are monitored and reported real time to 

compliance managers through dashboard and reports to take quick needed 

actions.   

Below screenshot provide a view of built-in dashboard 

              

 

 

GDPR Implementation in Office365: 

Office365 implements GDPR by using auto labels, retention labels, and DLP 

Policy. There is a separate section and separate built-in dashboard available 

in the “Security and compliance Center” of Office365.  

Office365 provides a separate toolbox named “GDPR Toolbox” to implement 

and handle GDPR compliance. This toolbox helps compliance manager and 

Office365 Admin to discover the data for GDPR compliance by using Office365 

search feature followed by defining the rules to classify the discovered data and 

finally it provides the option of what actions need to be taken on discovered 

and classified GDPR non-compliance data.    

Below Image provide the snapshot of GDPR Toolbox  
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Conclusion:   

Office365 as a leader of the Content & Collaboration segment fulfils the need for 

compliance requirement of the organization using “Security and Compliance 

Center”. In Office365, we can implement around 100+ country and domain 

specific compliance solutions in quick turnaround time by using in-built ready to 

use compliance rules/definitions. Also, office365 provides an option to create 

custom organization and country specific rules/definitions.     

In summary, through Office365 “Security and Compliance Center” we can 

identify, monitor and take appropriate action on the data which are not adhered 

to compliance.   
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